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Theresa Tuffner  based in Berlin, is a sculptor and mixed media artist. She perceives her artistic practice 
as an open field. She is interested in site-specific installations, producing clay sculptures, aluminium and silicon objects.
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„Waking up caught in a cellular history“ 

Exhibition view at Q, Kopenhagen    –   2020
Multimedia Installation

A group exhibition with Robert Czolkoß (DD), Signe Rohardt Lund (DK), Sma-
randa Ursuleanu (ROU), Rasmus Roos Lindquist (DK), Layla Nabi (DK)

Sometimes I feel like a knight in the middle of this city. 
A city without cows or horses or sheep.
I feel strong, and I imagine myself to look more stern and dangerous 
than I usually do.
I definitely feel stronger in every way. 
But then I miss the smell of hay, the strong smell of goats. The smell of the forest 
and the meadows. Lying in the dew in the evening.
What are these moments in which you feel an inner desire to smell something, 
to be in a certain place? 
Your memory gives you all the sensual experiences.
Are these feelings illusions - imaginations - ubiquitous? 
Does my body tell me what I actually need, and what may be right for me? 
When I allow this unreality - a feeling of absence, of backing away from reality - 
I feel more at home.
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Feel the skin of your backbody stretch    ( für  Nancy mit den Glasaugen ) 

The guardians of my hair     

Picnic in the flesh garden. 

Darling see how his heart boldly swells. 

my lips swell -

my voice becomes weaker 

my hair gets caught in the pleasure bush 

leaves, insectic branches, thorns hold my hair firmly

I can hear the grilling and chirping in dry grass. The rustling of the 

long–growth grass clusters sounds like the distant rustling of gushing light rain.

to horny to cry 

tooo horny to kill anybody 

Hope for Change

nivea about my faults

o.b.        

 ohne mich 

Stone coat over me

Washing my hands for 30 seconds – never every time
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Die Installation „Picnic in the flesh garden“, welche part der Ausstellung 
„Waking up caught in a cellular history“ war, setzt sich mit unterschiedlichen
Trancezustän- den oder Traummomenten auseinander, welche man bei Liebes-
kummer oder in Sehnsüchten übertrieben zelebrieren kann. 
Es geht um Nostalgie, um Tristan und Isolde und das Erzählen und Teilen des 
Leides und süßen Schmerzes.
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Feel the skin of your backbody stretch    ( für  Nancy mit den Glasaugen ) 

Akt 1.


to see the shade

Of love 

of love's death 

                         The love death.

woods around her 

cave

GAVE-Syndrom

Living In a cave  

My cave 

Slaves of illusion 
Dealing with love 
Feeling caught  

 
Darling see  
How his heart 
boldly swells 

Der Mund sprach schwer 

und wie behindert

Akt 2.

Sind es Wellen sanfter Lüfte?

Sind es Wogen

wonniger Düfte?

wie sie schwellen, mich umrauschen

soll ich atmen, soll ich lauschen?

Soll ich schlürfen, untertauchen?

Süß in Düften mich verhauchen?

Shall I inhale her? All das süße, paradiesische und auch das leiden, die Gefahr, den lieblichen Klang des Todesgesanges, der 

Schwäne die mich versuchen zu warnen. Sweet scent over all

I Inhale your scent my rose my longing my love

I drink from you 

soak up all your scents

Fell drunk

I feel 

ridiculous

Akt 3.  aus dem keltischen Sagenkreis 

Nihilistisches Denken (satisfaction in death)

value judgement and/or rejection

un – 
pleasant 

unfamiliar 

dark, un –

natural lights 

confusing, frightening, disorienting. 

Everything you were comfortable with is taken away. 

Der Ritter beschützt nur sich selbst. 

Sources : Steppenwolf, Herrmann Hesse / Tristan and Isolde, Richard Wagner  
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Arabeske  

studio view, polished steel, 210x90x3    –    2018 – 19



Some Friends / Octopus & Club Cup

studio view, glazed and unglazed ceramics, 50x70x50  –  2018 – 19



SAKURA SEASON

exhibition view at Alte Feuerwache Loschwitz, Dresden 
ceramic objects meet weeds, compassions that suggest family

glazed ceramics, rubber band, surgical steel, steel chains, silicone, beeswax with 
latex milk, weed, dimensions variable                                      –    2018 – 19





central      exhibition view at Oktogon of the art Academy / Dresden 2019

CREATURES OF MY NEW LIFE 



CREATURES OF MY NEW LIFE 

Diploma work / two-piece installation 
Part I central _ at Oktogon the art Academy 

polished aluminum rod, aluminum tube, molded silicone, glazed ceramics,  computer, 
CRT, paper, screen printing on PVC and pulp, table, metal rings               –       2019

Sound by Harey / Maximilian Neudeck
Video transmission live from the Robotron building





CREATURES OF MY NEW LIFE

Part II visit parasites _ at Robotron Bau Dresden

polished aluminum cast, molded silicone, artificial pearls, water, synthetic hair, chia seeds, 
glazed ceramics, mobile phone, screen printing on PVC, table, metal rings         –   2019





Balm, Dirt and the Power of Mysteries  

Exhibition at Blech Raum für Kunst / Halle /
in collaboration with Grit Aulitzky(DD), Melo Börner(B). 

glazed and unglazed ceramics, molded silicone, latex, surgical steel, rubber, green ink, fruits, vegetables, 
water, pipe cleaner, wax, flowers, cake, glasses                  –    2019

This work deals performatively with juices and the giving or pressing of juices (parts of an elixir of 
life) in a performatively way. The aim was to performatively investigate passing currents and states 
that I observed, human needs and ways of dealing with, everyday rituals or spiritual concerns. 
On the opening evening there was an incense ceremony and the preparation of juices and 
smoothies, which could be tasted as a visitor.

<  The Gardener / ceramic, 45x55            



pond / exhibition view at Blech Raum für Kunst / Halle  2019



Balm, Dirt and the Power of Mysteries  /  My tarotcards (7 pieces)                         glazed and unglazed ceramics, each 44x30       –    2019 
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Vegetative strangers / exhibition view at Blech Raum für Kunst / Halle  2019
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 a tangle of potential connections`

„Ordinary affects, then, are an animate circuit that conducts
force and maps connections, routes, and disjunctures. 
They are a  kind of contact zone where the overdeterminations 
of circulations, events, conditions, technologies, and flows of 
power literally take place. To attend to ordinary affects is to trace how 
the potency of forces lies in their immanence to things that are both 
flighty and hardwired, shifty and unsteady but palpable too. 
At once abstract and concrete, ordinary affects are more directly 
compelling than ideologies, as well as more fractious, multiplicitous, 
and unpredictable than symbolic meanings.“  

                                                 ( Kathleen Stewart, Ordinary Affects, 2007 )



important feelings of my work

finding metaphor
untitled sculptures speak in subtle language
to balance the elements of combination
soft materials, often flesh colored, and hard metal objects 
open your being and find yourself in a part of a whole 
ceramic objects meet weeds, compassions that suggest family, 
straw with steel or foil and soft skin silicon

natural materials are combined with industrially materials and elements
simulate a couple and observe the objects as individual individuals
connectedness without alliance
the concatenation of things, which can be robust and solid, remains also variable or 
flexible important is the quality of the arrangements
concatenate as a method, relaxed and playful
nothing works alone, all things that you observe,
do you see in continuous relationship and connections 
maybe, i am yours if i show you a part of my world
i am a explorer? i am a seeker
is art the answer to my mystery?

Pony and Horses

Exhibition view at Oktogon, Wuppertal
glazed ceramics, aluminum casting, forged aluminium bar, forged steel, cast silikon, 
oil on paper, limestone, flowers and weeds, water, straw, rubber band, surgical steel, 
steel chains, beeswax with latex milk, horse hair, dimensions variable      –       2019



Pony and Horses          exhibition view at Oktogon, Wuppertal 2019





Creature of my new life    –    polished cast aluminium, 60x45x85  –   2019



THE UNIVERSE IN THE LANDSCAPE   /  Orientation is equally connected with time and space.  Integrate the nature and use them as a source.    2020



THE UNIVERSE IN THE LANDSCAPE     Copenhagen 2020


